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CORRECTION.

In Bulletin 184, p. ti, u sample of Ginger (No. 31480), sold by W. S. Brown, 

Charlottetown, P. K. I., and found to be adulterated, was stated by the vendor to have 

lievn furnished him by W. H. .Schwartz At Sons, Halifax. The following statement, by 

the vendor, is now puhlislred, in justice to the firm named :—

ClIARLOTTKTOWN, P. E. I.,

11 Novendwr, 1909.
Messrs. W. H. >S<'llwaitTZ At Sons,

Halifax, N. 8.

Ukak Silts ; This is to certify that after thoroughly considering the matter as 

to whose Ginger I gave to Mr. Tlieo. M<K>re, the Inspector in Charlottetown, I am 

unable to prove that it was yours, having bought ginger from a wholesaler in 

Charlottetown on the 20th March, 1909.

Yours truly,

(Signed,) Walter 8. Brown.
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Lemon Flnvonriii(j Extvnet.

W. ,J. <iKHALI), Esq ,
Deputy Minister of Inland Revenue.

Ottawa, February 28, 1910.

Sin,—I have the honour to present herewith a report upon seventy live (75) 
samples, purchased throughout Canada in December last, as l<emon Flavouring

The last examination of this article was made in 1905, and is reported in Bulletin 
No. 114.

Lemon Extract is pmliably more largely used in the household than any other 
kindred preparation for the flavouring of pm* try, «fcc. It is, of course, valued propor
tionately to its strength as a flavouring material, and to the quality of the flavour 
which gives it its name. No legalized standard for Lemon Extract exists in Canada ; 
and in view of the large consumption of the article, it is of importance that it should lie 
defined and legally recognized.

The results now placed in your hands, together with those published in Bulletin 
No. 114, will suffice to show the character of Lemon Extract as sold in Canada.

Both the British and the United States Pharmacopoeias define a Tincture (or 
Spirit) of I^emon, and prescribe methods of preparation. Although it is not permissible 
to identify the Commercial Extract, ns sold for flavouring purposes, with the pharmaco- 
poeal tinctures still, as these last are “ chiefly used to impart flavour to other medi
cines " (Squire’s Companion, 18th Ed’n, p. 222), it seems reasonable to infer that the 
same methods of uianfacture and the same properties possessed by the tinctures of 
pharmacy, which commend these last to the medical profession, should be imitated 
as far as possible by manufacturers of Commercial Extract.

The latest editions of both Pharmacopoeias contain revised formulas for prépara 
tion of Tinctura Limonis, as show n in the following table :—

TO MARK I.oim PARTS OF TINCTURE (SPIRIT) OK LEMON.

Materials from which made.

Diiitisii PlIAHMAOOPOKIA. V.S. PlIAHMAmrOKIA.

Ed’n 1885 Kd'n 18118. Kd'n 18t*i. Ed’n 1UÜ0.

Name of |irc|xiration. Tincture. Tincture. Spirit. Tincture.

< lil of lemon................... .................................... no

Fresh lemon |ieel ............ ................................. 126 M0 vw

Strength of alcohol employed (Vul. p.c.1------- 67 00 to 1 94 9

1,000 1,0011 1,000 1,000

13084 1J
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It will be noted that Union Oil as such is no longer used in li e manufacture of 
the tincture. The tinctures are made to contain large amounts of lemon peel extractive 
matter, lx>th by using large amount- of peel, and by extracting this with strong 
alcohol, instead of with proof spirit, as directed in the British Pharmacopoeia of 1885.

The following analytical results were obtained with tinctures made in the 
laboratory according to B. P. directions, as above given.

Mean result upon Tinctura Limonis, prepared according to B. P. directions, 
Ed'n 1898.

Specific gravity............................................................................ 0-8769
Rotation, 2 dm. at 20*C............................................................ + 3°8
Equivalent Lemon Oil.................... ........................................... 1'2 p.c.
Alcohol (volume p c.)................................................................75 08

It will Ire noted that the water present in fresh lemon peel, freed as much as 
possible from the white, inner layer, reduces the alcohol strength from 90 per cent in 
the original solvent, to 75 per cent in the finished tincture ; and that the lemon oil in 
the tincture averages only 12 per cent. The maximum content of oil found in any 
tincture made here from commercial lemons, was 1 4 per cent.

As a matter of interest 1 furnished samples of these tinctures to several persons, 
to l>e used as flavouring material, in order that their value for such purpose might be 
judgtd by actual baking tests. The unanimous opinion was that they were of good 
quahty, as to flavour, but much weaker than the ordinary lemon extract of commerce. 
■It appeared to Ire necessary to use from two to four times the volume usually employed, 
in order to get satisfactory results in intensity of flavour.

The United States standard for Lemon Extract is as follows :—“ Lemon Extract 
is the flavouring extract prepared from oil of lemon, or from lemon peel, or both, and 
contains not h s* than five (5) per cent by volume of oil of lemon.”

“ A flavouring Extract is a solution in ethyl alcohol of proper strength, of the 
sapid and odorous principles derived from an aromatic plant, or parts of the plant, 
with or without its colouring matter, and conforms in name to the plant used in its 
preparation.”

“Oil of lemon is the volatile oil obtained by expression or alcoholic solution, from 
the fresh jieel of the lemon (Citrus limonum), has an optical rotation (25°C.)of not less 
than ♦- G0V in a 100 mm. tube, and contains not less than four (4) per cent by weight of 
citral."

It would appear from the results upon Tincture of Lemon above quoted, that an 
extract of lemon, to contain five percent of lemon oil, if prepared direct from the 
lemon peel with 1)0 per cent alcohol would require the employment of A x 250 = 
1,042 parts of lemon peel to prepare 1,000 parts of the finished product. This is more 
than twice the weight of peel prescrit**! by the U. 8. Pharmacopoeia(1900) for prepar
ation of the tincture, and more than four times that required by the British 
Pharmacopoeia. It is indeed doubtful whether an extract of the kind supposed, could l>e 
so prepared, Irecause of the large au ount of water present in the lemon peel This 
would reduce the strength of alcohol, in the finished extract, to alrout 30 per cent, a 
strength insutficicnt to effect the complete extraction of the oil from lemon peel.

It is not, however, to the lemon oil as a whole, that the flavouring value of lemon 
extract is chiefly due, but to the citral (Oeranial) that it contains. Lemon oil contains 
from to 4 per cent*of citral (Squire's Companion, 18th Ed’n, p. 723), so that an 
extract containing 5 j*er cent of the oil may contain about 0 2 per cent of citral. 
Citral is stated by Squire (Op. cit. p. 727) to pmsesa about 15 times the flavouring
power of lemon oil ; and it is evident that citral is the really important component of
Etract of Lemon, as used for flavouring purposes. The direct e-timation of citral is 
apparently the true Iwsis of valuation. It is unfortunate that methods applicable to 
the exact determination of citral in commercial extract of lemon are not available.
Work is now being done with a view to the elaboration and perfecting of such
method*.



Oil of L'Mii'in Grass (Oleum Uraminis Citrati) contains citral. As obt lined from 
this source citral has a flavour quite different from that of the lemon, and resembling 
that of verbona. Lemon Grass citral is, nevertheless, employed as an adulterant of 
lemon oil (Squire's, Gp. cit. p. 725), and is doubtless substituted for lemon citral, in the 
cheaper loin *n extracts. The perf> ctiog of a chemical mcthiKl for direct determination 
of citral, would not serve to distinguish between citral from lemon and citral from 
lemon grass. It is, perhaps, to ensure the presence of a true lemon product, that the 
standard fixed by the United States requires the presence of 5 j>er cent of oil of 
lemons. Since, however, it is possible to substitute lemon grass citral in place of lemon 
citral, in lemon oil itself, the fact of the presence of lemon oil tjrpenes (which constitute 
over IK) percent of lemon oil) is not a guarantee of the genuineness of the article.

It would soem that a useful assay of lemon extract involves (1) a détermina 
lion of citral (2) an identification of the citral as that from lemons. Determinations of 
alcohol and of lemon oil are not sufficient to establish the genuineness or the value of a 
lemon extract for flavouring purposes. Strong alcohol is not needed to keep the citral 
in solution, an<l its employment merely adds to the cost of the article, without increas 
ing its value to the consumer. It certainly enables a high percentage of lemon oil to 
lie dissolved ; bnt, as we have seen, it is not upon the terpenes of lemon oil that the 
flavouring value depends.

As in the case of many articles of food, which are valued chiefly for their flavour, 
bouquet or aroma, it must be granted that, in the present state of our knowledge, the 
trained palate or olfactory nerve of the expert is a surer guide than the analytical 
methods of the laboratory. Until we perfect a process for the determination of citral, 
and further devise a method of certainly distinguishing between the citral deriv’d! 
from lemons and that derived from lemon grass, we must depend upon the connoisseur 
in fl ivours to enable us to place, in proper order of value, the various lemon extracts of 
commerce. It is true that we can show (as is done in this, and previous reports) the 
content in alcohol, ami in lemon oil ; but a high strength in alcohol is only requisite 
to keep the oil in solution ; and it is not upon the oil content that the value of tho 
extract depends, but upon the amount of lemon citral present. This is so smull that a 
very weak alcohol suffices to hold it in solution.

If the extract is made from fresh lemon peel, as directed by the pharmacopoeias, in 
the preparation of tincture», it is certainly necessary to employ strong alcohol, because 
the water in the peel reduces the strength of the alcohol proportionately to the amount 
of peel used ; nil 1 we have seen that to obtain an extract of 5 per cent oil strength, wo 
inu*t employ an amount of peel at least equal to the weight of extract desired. But 
commercial extract of lemon is seldom or never made from the peel, but from the oil. 
Dilute alcohol is not further diluted in the operation of dissolving citral from the oil, aa 
in the case of dissolving citral from the peel. Hence a comparatively weak alcohol, 
even below proof strength, is quite efficient ; and while taking but small amounts of the- 
terpenes into solution, effects a notable solution of citral, with the production of na 
extract which commands ready sale.

It is not even necessary thit lemon oil should be employed in the manufacture of 
lemon flavouring extract. A very satisfactory extract can lie made by the direct solution 
in alcohol of so called, terpeneless oil of lemon. This is the residue from a fractiona^ 
distillation of lemon oil, and contains the citral, normally belonging to the lemon oil 
together with citronellal.and other components to which the flavour of lemon oil is due'

To sum up :—
1. Extract of lemon is valued for its characteristic flavour.
2. This flavour depends upon the presence of certain constituents of lemon oil
3. The terpenes, which constitute more than 90 per cent of lemon oil, are not

important from the point of view of contributing flavour to the oil.
4. It is mainly to dissolve the terpenes of lemon oil that strong alcohol is used

as a solvent.
5. The citral, citronellal, and other flavour giving components of lom m oil,

constitute less than 10 per cent, of the oil, and may be effectively got into
solution, from the oil, by weak alcohol.



c
6. If these (favouring components are derived immediately from fresh peel, a strong

alcohol must be employed, on account of the water present in the peel. The 
alcohol content of the finished extract will, however, be low.

7. A good (favouring extract can be prepare! either from fresh lemon peel, from
lemon oil, or from so called terpvneless lemon oil. It is according to com 
mercial usage to prepare it from the lemon oil, rather than from the peel.

8. A weak alcohol (proof strength) suffices to dissolve the flavour giving
constituents f mm the oil ; and the employment of a stronger alcohol merely 
add i to the cost of the extract, without corresponding improvement of 
quality.

9 The citral of lemon grass oil is not to fa* confounded with that from true lemon 
oil. Both citrals are more or less indefinite Ixxlies, being essentially aldehydic, 
but associated with aromatic sulwtancos which are lemon-like in one case 
and more or less verliena-like in the other. The distinction twtween them is 
not, at present, evident, to chemical methods.

10. Methods for the quantitative determination of citral are l>eing studied ; and 
it is hoped that a practicable method may lie discovered, thus enabling Lemon 
Extract to lie judged by determination of the component to which it owes its 
commercial importance.

of the 75 samples covered by the present report, only 13 contain above 1 per 
cent of lemon oil. These are as follows, and are arranged in order of their lemon oil 
content :—

* faimsi nil. Alcohol.

1

38806 Ur. Swat, 8t. .John, N.B ........ 7 0 .88 72
39618 Nat. Drug k Chemical Co. 82 74
39821» Hold Standard Mfg........................................................ .................. 1 4 80 94
4363f> W. A. Heuigi wiii Co., Cnlgsrv ....................... ......................... 3 8 90 32
38882 F. F. Dull,y 8 6 82 64
417W F. F. Dailey Co 3 2 so 40
43867 F. K. Dailey Oo 3 0 83 16
:«881 F. F. Dailey Go .................................................................................................. 2 8 71 48
4'»3.Hh Henri .Iona» Co 2 1 71 78
39827 Campbell Bros. A Wit on ............................. 1 8 66 82
4I7M Seeley .................. 1 5 61 %
398311 White Sur Mfg. Co 10 70 70

62 samples contain less than 1 per cent of lemon oil and CO samples contain hue 
than 0 5 per cent lemon oil. It is quite apparent that the appreciation given to 
faunon Extract by consumers is dependent upon something else than its lemon oi! 
content.

When considerable amounts of lemon oil are in solution, the alcoholic strength is 
necessarily high Toe abienca of ter penes in ikes it unnoceei try to employ so strong an 
alcohol. Among the 62 samples containing less than 1 per cent of oil, some are very 
high in alcohol, and apparently to no pur[N«se.

From 80 to V0 per cent alcohol . . .
.. 70 80
h GO .. 70

..................................... 4
.......... 3

............ 1
.. 50 .. 60 . 5
.. 40 .. 50 ................................. 14
.. 30 • 40 ................................... 8

-’I» 30 .......... 24
.. 10 20 ....................................... 3

62



It thus appears that 49 samples, or 66 per cent of the total collection, are made 
with alcohol of less than proof strength ; while 27 samples, or 36 per cent of the 
collection, contain alcohol of about half the strength of proof. Yet several of these 
appear to l>e very acceptable flavouring extracts.

I have the honor to lie air,
Your obedient servant,

A. McGILL,
Chie Analyst.
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DISTRICT OK XOVA SCOTIA K. .1. WAVON. INSPECTOR.

1909. P.C. p.C.

Dec. 6 Max
of

Extract 41751 Nat. Ih-ng A Chum. Co.. 
Halifax. N S

2ii Vendor* ‘Soverign" lirand 0 9173 — 0 9 0 3;0 9199 57 00 41751

* 7 41752.1. Frank Croire A Co.. 
Halifax, N.8.

3 , . 30 Im|ieriiil Extract!*o.,T<»- , 0 9680 0 4 27 62 41752

" T 41753 K. B. Seeton A Co. , 
Halifax. N.S

3 .. 60 F. F Dailey Co.. Hamil « *494 10 5 “ ** 41753

A " 41754 E It. Traoev. Halifax, 
N.S

3 .. 30 Im|.erial Extract Co..To- . 0 9718 - 0 7 0 20 9736 22 52 11754

in 41755 Summer A Ca*.idy, 
Truro. N.S.

3 ~ 45 Seeley. Windwr, Ont. C 9022 - 1 5 0 9087 6i w; 41756

IHSTRICT OF PRINCE EDWARD ISLAXD-THEO. MOORE. INSPECTOR.

- 7

II

Flmr.^ Extract 38606 A. B. Paquet, Souris. . 6 0* . 30 S.^H Kwiiw t Son., •club .JnU. 1 mm + 1.7 Non.- « me ir. :»

38607 I, McDonald. Soon*. 6 ..

.-W608 A. Come k Or . Snort.. 6 ..

24 Strongest essence 0 9584 
of Lemon. - "s 0 2 0 9612 33 fill

TS Dr. Scott, St. John. N.B Guaranteed free 0 8261 
from all adul-

-22 6 7 0 0 8381 s8 72

38609 Mathea A McLean. « « 48 Tropical Extract Co.. 
Montreal

Imperial flaxoar- 0 9604

McLaren * in - 0 9405 
vincible extract 
true lemon.

-« 07 0 20 9.523 39 92

38610 Geo. Rackhant. Char 6 •
lottetnwn

54 Carvell Bn*.. Charlotte- -06 0 2 0 9417 46 20

»wii:

38608



DISTRICT OF NEW BRUNSWICK-JNO. C. FERCUSON. INSPECTOR.

Dec. 2 Flax . Extaact 3981ft N at. Drug A Cfcem. Co. 
Ltd . St. John. N.B.

3 hot*. 46 ... • Sur * brand. <• «su - ir* 5 «In MB «1 an .1961«

j - 3961» Dearborn A Co.. St. 
John. N. B

3 H . 75 " ............ 1 Dearborn" brand 0 9461 0 7 0 20 9477 42 88 396191

39630 C». E. Harbour Co. Ltd., 
St. John. N.B.

3 •• 60 - ............... « x»« 0 11

0 «2*1 21 1

0 20 9312 51 72 39620
39621 The Baitd Co. Ltd .. 

Wood «Vick. N.B.
2. labelled Lemon 

Baird* *uper 
Extra, fruit

89 72 39621

flavouring ex-i

6 - 39622 < dix Subie*. Newcastle, 3 * 
NR

an Whiv Cm*. Mfg. Ca. pure lemon, o 9749 
White Cro»*

-22 «-70 «772

Mfg. Co.

DISTRICT OK QUEBEC E RELAND. INSPECTOR.

Dr*-. I Klav. Extract 36687 I.udger Mignault. 8t. .1 hob* 3D I>r. Ed. Morin, Quebec.  o flgseL 0 6
of Lemon. Anwlme.

1 SWlAI^Kowc I Huma*. St. 3 « 30 Whitehead * Tara*r. » 9fi24| - 0 6

1 « : 66W*.I_M. Ouiliet, St. Ante 3 « .1# W. Brunet*Cie.. Quebec 0 8738;+ 0'8

1 - 366*10 Mad. Veave K. X. (iuay. 3 » 4.*» Whitehead A Turner. . . 0 972*+ 0‘5
St. Anælme. Quetiec.

1 :tH691 Charle Audet. St. Aim- 3 « 30 J. It. Reneaud A Cie.............  o 9728 0 4
low*. Quebec.

0 20 9864 10 32 

0 2 0 9643 31 16 

0 3 0 8743 76 08 

0 10 9728 23 22 

0 10 9736 22 62

DISTRICT OF ST. HYACINTHE-J. C. ROULEAU. INSPECTOR.

Dec. 6 Flax . Extract 38879 N. N. Boucher A Cir. filnv. 
of Lemon. la. Bail-

50 H. .Iona* ft Cie, Montreal ‘ Triple ' . ... 0 8770 0 8 0 2 H «7ÎM 74 16 38879
» . 38884.■ P. Blain. 1 erchere* 3 .. 30 lludon ft Ornaii. Mon- * Signal '.. 0 9746 04 OTiO-97601 20 24

3HW1 4. A. Mutant. Faro ham J - . :$o The F. F. Dailey C*a, 0 8737 - 8 8 2 8 0-8863 71 48 3««»l

- 20 38882]F. W. Oiheon. Danville.. 3 .. 60 0 85161-11 4
S-Jo-8867 82 64

38882

- 5 3888» A. Hamel. Magog J .. r. Matheamon* Sou*. Mon
treal.

M. Son* 0 966« U 0 7 0 jo 9668 JS 92
*“
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DISTRICT OF MONTREAL—J. J. OOKTIGAX. INSPECTOR.

îene.
Da. l.FUv. Extract 40376 The Hn*lie Mfg. On, Shota.

of lenmn. | Montreal.
1 - 40377 Pelletier et frere. 17 3 ..

("halmlize Square. Mon
treal.

I •• HATH -lames Duncan. I<achine, 3 ..
V.n.

403?» Herron Ia-blanv Ltd.. 573S » 
St. Paul St., Montreal.

40380 Henri .Innas A Co.. 3 .. 
Montreal.

35

40 Vendors

Deck 3 Flax. Extract

Ml

• -I

Falter Cunningham. 3

+ »»4
p-c’ 0-3847| pc" l 

o 1 :*t8u 403-, «
‘OurOrm’brand'owr>7 + «7 0 2, S3-12 40377

• Hercule*" brand 0 3667 rlOt
0 9675'

O S 28 36 HB7«

"Crown brand.. 0 3417 + 07
0 9434

o-2i 43 74 10379

0 8756 * 71
0 8855

2 1 71 7* 40381»

RICKEY. INSPECTOR.

43K'i9 A. I*. Johnson. Ottawa.
.L.

43(401 The City Grocery. Carle 3 .. 
t< n Place.

43WI3 Tl»e Anderson I-angsUtt 3 .. 
Co. Ltd.. Kempt ville.

TV K. V. tiolkjr Cu, .................. IW. 9» 3 00(802 83 16
Ltd.. H-niill.iii.

H. X. Rut.- * Km,. OTU UWII«IOurSol-|o 9688 • 0 7 0 20 0093 26 08
tible Extract 
Ijemon Mfg. by 
I. E. Cu. T.;

Labelled Our0 i*7 46 - 0 7 0 20 9755 30 76 •
Own Concen-, 
trated true, I
fruit flavouring

30 Fore Gold Mfg. Co.. To- ‘Ka^* brnndjO «to - 0 4 0 1 0 «MS 36 68 (
ronto. quin lessen» "e. !
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Nam»' ami Addimw

Name and Addirw 
■ »f Vend»>r.

of Mannf.n timr IV*|*»rt. E
or Furnisher (la not an ex f -fa* given hv the |>res*ion of ^ = z Z^z

Vendor. <»|>inion). 52J iu i-> .ti E 
dE-J

and Opinion 
of the
Ojrf

DISTRICT OK WINDSOR JNO. TALBOT. INSPECTOR.

• Flat. Kxtract 4*5» F. L. Wifnrn. Vylui.-r, 3 hot*. :#) Voting A Winheld, Ham- Favourite ex-O'9
Ont.

42004 .i. A. Tre-tnun, Tillwm 3 

4JBRH PuttaCW O*. Same .1 .. 

42877 -la*, "urn», Brantford. :| ..

<*7HO«X J. Harp. Brant for I :l ..

25 McLan-n*. Hamilton.. 

30 Kltyn Blum. Toronto 

25 K. K. IMbjr Co.. Hanoi 

KcVrt <

tract »»f lemon.
‘ Thiatle - brand 0 9094 -

........................►*»»-
^» *«o

(Ia*inon) ‘Jewel '«» 
favouring ex-

*60 «

0 30 «1091 30 80 42058

0 9 0 3 0 9710j 24 44 42004

•18 0 30 «1775 18 74 42008

0 7! 0 20 «G37 38 98 42677

0 0; 0 20 9608 2S \ri 42078

DISTRICT OF MANITOBA A. C. LARIVIKKK, INSPKCTOR. 

Dec. 6 Kiev. Extract 3W3B Blue Ribkm Mfg. Co.. .1 hoU. 30 Vendor-
of I<emun. Winnipeg.

S*.*K27 Cami.lw ll Bnw.it Wilwm, 3 
Winnipeg,

39*2* The Dywn C«,.. Winm 3 . 
**» « »ojrTStandard Mfg. Co.. ;<

39K10 The W
Winnif»eg

hite Star Mfg.Co.,b .

. * Blue Rihlmn ‘0 S 

Royal Shield 0 5

Red <’nw ex-0 9403 - O 9 

‘ Gold Standard ’ 0

- o-sl
-.'Wit

• White Star- ex-0 8558 -34 1 0 0 8882 70

0 10 «1403 46 80 39S20 

1 0 0 8868 71 20 39827 Contai

O 3 0 «1473 42 78 39828 

4 4 0 8012 80 94 39829

8 54 p. c.

> 70 39



DISTRICT OF CALGARY-K. W. FLETCHER. INSPECTOR.

Dec. 1" Fh».f Extract 43631 L. B. Cochrane, Medicine 3 bole. 
Hat.

75 Sold Standard Mfg. Co., M (075 - 0 7 0 20 8586 81 90

" io 43632 H. H. Ireland, Medicine 3 .. 
Hat. 106 McLaren'a, Ltd.. Haniil .................. 0 9428 - 0 * 0 3 0 943k 44 92 43032

10 43633 R. Dunn. .Medicine Hat Li .. 75 Gold Standard Mfg. Co., .............................. 0 8517 +• 0 6 0 2 0*8538 83 *18 436331

- 17 43634 Copae A Emerwn. Cal- 3 . 
«art.

75
XX'mniiieg.

G. F. Sutton Son* Co., 
L»ndon, Eng.

............................ 0 9442 0 5 0 10 9470 42 98
4MmI

17 1.363.5 XX . A. Georgewon A Co.. 3 •• 
Lui.

Venrlon. .... 0 8271 11 4 3 6 0 8329 90 32 43035

DISTRICT OF VANCOUVER-J. F. POWER, INSPECTOR.

3^94C E.Hnffard, NV«

3T797 T. Ruwwll, Vancouver

75 Kmpmie Mfg. Co. ...

60 Sherrill. Co

McLaren A Co
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